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Severe phenotypes in a Charcot–Marie–Tooth 1A
patient with PMP22 triplication
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Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease (CMT) is a genetically and clinically heterogeneous hereditary motor and sensory neuropathy

signified by a distal symmetric polyneuropathy. The most frequent subtype is type 1A (CMT1A) caused by duplication in

chromosome 17p12 that includes PMP22. This study reports a woman with a family history of CMT1A due to PMP22
duplication. However, she presented with a more severe phenotype than her sibling or ancestors and was found to have a

PMP22 triplication instead of the duplication. This was caused by de novo mutation on her affected mother’s duplication

chromosome. Her lower limb magnetic resonance imaging revealed severe diffused atrophy and fatty replacement. However,

her affected sister with typical PMP22 duplication showed almost intact lower limb. Triplication patient’s median motor nerve

conduction velocity was far lower compared with her sister. Her onset age was faster (8 years) than her sister (42 years). CMT1A

triplication might be generated by a female-specific chromosomal rearrangement mechanism that is different from the frequent

paternal-originated CMT1A duplication. It also suggests that the wide phenotypic variation of CMT1A might be partly caused by

unstable genomic rearrangement, including PMP22 triplication.
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INTRODUCTION

Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease (CMT) is a group of genetically and
clinically heterogeneous peripheral nerve disorders signified by a distal
symmetric polyneuropathy. More than 70 genes have been reported as
the underlying causes of CMT.1 Particularly, duplication and deletion
of PMP22 at chromosome 17p12 cause CMT type 1A (CMT1A, MIM
#118220)2 and hereditary neuropathy with liability to pressure palsies
(HNPP, MIM #162500), respectively.3 PMP22 duplication and dele-
tion are the most frequent genetic cause of peripheral neuropathies.4–6

Major genetic mechanism of CMT1A and hereditary neuropathy with
liability to pressure palsies is based on recurrent nonallelelic homo-
logous recombination. However, replication-based nonrecurrent rear-
rangement has been also reported in CMT1A.7,8 Recently, Liu et al.9

reported severe phenotype of CMT1A with PMP22 triplication.
Wide phenotypic spectrum has been reported in CMT1A

patients.10,11 Here, we identified a CMT1A family with wide pheno-
typic difference. Subsequent genetic study identified that a patient with
severe clinical symptoms had unusual PMP22 triplication.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects and clinical examination
This study examined a Korean CMT1A family of five affected individuals
(Figure 1a). Clinical information including motor and sensory impairments
and deep tendon reflexes was obtained in a standardized manner. Magnetic
resonance imaging study was performed on the lumbar spine and lower limb

including thigh and calf of the patients at a supine position using a 1.5-T system
(Siemens Vision, Erlangen, Germany). Physical disability was determined by
two scales: functional disability scale12 and CMT neuropathy score.13 All
participants provided written informed consents. This study was approved by
the Institutional Review Board for Sungkyunkwan University School of
Medicine, Samsung Medical Center.

Molecular studies
Genomic DNA was isolated from blood by using a QIAamp DNA purification
kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Copy number of PMP22 (17p12) was
determined by two methods: genotyping of microsatellites within the duplica-
tion region and quantification of PMP22 dosage by real-time PCR.8 Eight
microsatellites were amplified for genotyping with a hexaplex PCR (D17S921,
D17S9A, D17S9B, D17S918, D17S4A and D17S2230) or single PCR (D17S1296
and D17S1357) using FAM- or HEX-labeled primers. Real-time PCR for
PMP22 was performed by using a SYBR Green Supermix and CFX96 PCR
system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Mutations for more than 70 CMT-
related genes were determined by targeted sequencing of coding exons using a
custom-ordered platform and a HiSeq2000 Genome Analyzer (Illumina, San
Diego, CA, USA).

RESULTS

Identification of CMT1A triplication
DNA test revealed an unusual PMP22 triplication in a severely
affected woman (Figure 1a, III-2). All other mildly affected family
members (II-2, II-3, III-1 and III-4) showed typical PMP22
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Figure 1 A Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease type 1A (CMT1A) family with PMP22 duplication and triplication. (a) Pedigree. Gray and black symbols present
affected individuals with PMP22 duplication and triplication, respectively. Open symbols indicates unaffected individuals. Proband is indicated by an arrow.
Haplotypes of eight microsatellites are indicated at the bottom of all examined individuals. (b) Quantification of PMP22 dosage by real-time PCR. When
PMP22 dosage of healthy control was expressed as 1.0, proband (III-2) showed about two folds dosage, whereas other affected individuals showed around
1.5-folds (CTL(N): unaffected control, CTL(+): CMT1A with PMP22 duplication and CTL(− ): hereditary neuropathy with liability to pressure palsies (HNPP)
with PMP22 deletion). (c) Microsatellite genotyping. Microsatellites within 17p12 were amplified using FAM- or HEX-labeled primers and resolved using an
automatic sequencer ABI 3130XL. Figure shows chromatograms of D17S4A. Control (normal copy number) shows two peaks, but affected samples shows
three peaks. In proband (III-2), however, the largest allele particularly shows the highest peak, suggesting dual dosage. A full color version of this figure is
available at the Journal of Human Genetics journal online.

Figure 2 Comparison of lower leg limb atrophy between PMP22 triplication (III-2, a–f) and duplication (III-4, g–l). Lower limb magnetic resonanc imagings
including thigh and calf shows strikingly different muscle atrophy between two patients. Lower calf muscle magnetic resonanc imagings shows severe atrophy
and fatty replacement in the whole compartments in triplication patient (d–f). At the thigh level, triplication patient also shows fatty replacement in bilateral
vastus lateralis muscles (c, white arrowhead). On the contrary, all muscles were relatively intact in duplication patient (g–l).
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duplication. Real-time PCR showed high PMP22 dosage (approxi-
mately two-fold compared with control) for triplication patient (III-2)
compared with other affected individuals (approximately 1.5-fold
compared with control) (Figure 1b). Haplotype analysis of eight
microsatellites suggested that the triplication was caused by a de novo
mutation from her mother (II-2) due to intrachromosomal rearrange-
ment between sister chromatids having PMP22 duplication, because
alleles from the triplication matched with one of the duplicated alleles
exactly (Figures 1a and c).

Targeted sequencing for three affected individuals (II-3, III-2 and
III-4) revealed many nonsynonymous variants in the CMT-related
genes. However, no variant was considered as causative because all
variants were found in the controls or reported in the dbSNP141 and
1000 Genomes Database (Supplementary Table 1).

Clinical manifestations
Patient with PMP22 triplication (III-2: proband). Patient with PMP22
triplication experienced frequent falling and noticed muscle weakness
of the distal lower limbs at 8 years old. Sensory ataxia was observed at
25 years old. She walked with cane at 34 years old. Examination at 48
years of age revealed bilateral distal muscle weakness and atrophy
predominantly at lower limbs. Bilateral pes cavus, steppage gait and
atrophy of intrinsic foot and calf muscles were noted. Her sensitivity to
pinprick, touch, position and vibration were decreased. Vibration and
position senses were more severely disturbed than pain and touch
senses. Her knee and ankle jerks were absent. No pyramidal or
cerebellar signs were detected. Her functional disability scale and CMT
neuropathy score were 4 and 27, respectively.

Patient with PMP22 duplication (III-4). Her younger sister with
PMP22 duplication of the proband noticed weakness at the distal
lower limbs at 42 years old. Examination at 44 years of age revealed
muscle weakness without atrophy of bilateral distal muscles. Her
vibration and position senses were disturbed. Her knee and ankle jerks
were decreased. Functional disability scale and CMT neuropathy score
were 1 and 5, respectively.

Severe symptoms in CMT1A triplication patient
Electrophysiological studies showed striking differences between the
patient with PMP22 triplication and her sister with duplication
(Table 1). Median motor nerve conduction velocity indicated
demyelinating neuropathy in both patients. However, it was more
decreased in the triplication patient (11.3ms− 1) than in her sister
(29.0–30.4ms− 1). Compound muscle action potential in median
nerve was more severely impaired in the triplication patient
(0.7–1.0mV) than in her sister (13.4–14.2mV). In addition, sensory
nerve action potentials in median, ulnar and sural nerves were almost
lost in the early stage of her disease. However, sensory nerve action
potentials were relatively preserved in her sister.
Lower limb magnetic resonance imaging including thigh and calf

muscles revealed quite different condition between patients with
PMP22 triplication and duplication (Figure 2). Triplication patient
showed nearly all compartment muscle atrophy and fatty replacement
in the calf muscles (Figures 2d–f). In addition, proximal atrophy of
bilateral vastus lateralis muscles at the thigh level was observed
(Figures 2a–c). But her sister with PMP22 duplication revealed almost
normal muscles in the thigh and calf levels (Figures 2g–l).

CONCLUSION

This study reports a woman presented severe CMT1A with rare
PMP22 triplication caused by a de novo mutation from her mother.
Previous PMP22 triplication cases were also caused by de novo
mutation with maternal origin.9 Moreover, all PMP22 triplication
cases showed an intrachromosoal rearrangement. Usual de novo
PMP22 duplication is resulted from recurrent nonallelelic homologous
recombination between nonsister chromatids with the prevalence of
paternal origin.14–17 Therefore, de novo PMP22 triplication was
suggested to be generated by a female-specific rearrangement mechan-
ism different from the PMP22 duplication event.18

Table 1 Comparison of clinical phenotypes between CMT1A

duplication and triplication patients

Items III-2 (triplication) III-4 (duplication)

Normal

value

Age at exam (years) 48 44 −

Age at onset (years) 8 42 −

Disability scores
FDS 4 1 0

CMTNS 27 5 0

Muscle weakness a

Lower limbs +++ + −

Upper limbs ++ − −

Muscle atrophy Severe No or mild No

Sensory loss PoV V Nl

Knee/ankle jerksb A/A D/D Nl/Nl

Additional symptoms

electrophysiology

Ataxia, None −

Side Right Left Right Left

Median nerve
TL (ms) 11.6 8.4 8.5 8.4 o3.9

CMAP (mV) 0.7 1.0 13.4 14.2 46.0

MNCV (ms−1) 11.3 11.3 30.4 29.0 450.5

Ulnar nerve
TL (ms) 5.6 5.0 5.2 5.3 o3.0

CMAP (mV) 6.6 4.5 13.2 11.2 48.0

MNCV (ms−1) 15.0 13.9 29.3 28.0 451.1

Peroneal nerve
TL (ms) A A 10.5 8.2 o5.3

CMAP (mV) A A 2.0 3.55 41.6

MNCV (ms−1) A A 22.2 23.7 441.2

Tibial nerve
TL (ms) A A 7.6 7.5 o5.4

CMAP (mV) A A 9.9 8.6 46.0

MNCV (ms−1) A A 28.2 27.8 441.1

Median sensory nerve
SNAP (μV) A A 5.5 5.6 48.8

SNCV (ms−1) A A 19 18 439.3

Ulnar sensory nerve
SNAP (μV) A A 3.6 5.8 47.9

SNCV (ms−1) A A 23 21 437.5

Sural nerve
SNAP (μV) A A 2.6 3.6 46.0

SNCV (ms−1) A A 25 23 432.1

Abbreviations: A, absent potential; CMAP, compound muscle action potential; CMTNS, CMT
neuropathy score; D, diminished; FDS, functional disability scale; MNCV, motor nerve
conduction velocity; Nl, normal sense; P, pain sense; SNAP, sensory nerve action potential;
SNCV, sensory nerve conduction velocity; TL, terminal latency; V, vibration sense.
aMedical research council (MRC) scales on lower limbs; +, ankle dorsiflexion 4/5; ++, ankle
dorsiflexion o4/5; +++, proximal weakness and wheelchair dependent. MRC scales on upper
limbs; +, intrinsic hand weakness 4/5; ++, intrinsic hand weakness o4/5; −, no weakness.
bDeep tendon reflexes.
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When the PMP22 triplication patient was compared with duplica-
tion patient, she exhibited far more severe symptoms with increased
functional disability scale and CMT neuropathy score. Her onset was
faster than her sister, and her motor nerve conduction velocity was far
decreased compared with her sister. Her lower limb magnetic
resonance imaging also revealed severe diffused atrophy and fatty
replacement, but her sister showed almost intact. Moreover, triplica-
tion patient showed fatty replacement in the proximal leg muscles.
Wide phenotypic spectrum in CMT1A suggested that a second

modifier genes or association factor(s) might be involved. Lose
genotype–phenotype correlation of CMT1A might be partly caused
by unstable genomic rearrangement, including PMP22 triplication.
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